
Frequently Asked Questions about Rector Time Certain Model for St. Luke’s 
 
What is the difference between a rector time certain and an interim rector? 
The authority is the same, with either an interim rector or a rector time certain assuming the full 
authority of rector. One difference is that an interim rector is a priest who is trained in interim ministry, 
chosen from outside the parish with the approval of the bishop and selected by the vestry. Another 
difference is that an interim rector serves in a temporary capacity and may not be called as permanent 
rector, while a rector-time-certain is in discernment for just such a permanent call. Finally, an interim 
rector is employed only until a new rector has been called, whereas a rector-time-certain is in 
discernment for a specific period (in our case, 24 total months), to determine whether a call will be 
made to remain as rector. 

What is the difference between a rector time certain and a rector? 
The term of a rector is indefinite and they are considered tenured, whereas a rector time certain serves 
for a fixed amount of time (in our case, 24 total months) to discern whether they should be called as 
rector. During that time, church canons give rectors and rectors time certain the same rights and 
responsibilities. 
 
Some of you may remember that a previous rector, (now Bishop) Anne Hodges-Copple, came to us as 
rector time certain in 2005 before becoming our rector.  
 
Why does the vestry at St. Luke’s think this is a good choice now?  
There is precedent for this type of exception to the rule for filling a vacant rector position, but it is very 
rare. Typically, once a parish picks a path (interim or rector time certain) in our diocese nearly 98% 
continue on that path. It is rare for the interim and the parish to come to the realization that they should 
discern the possibility of the interim becoming the full-time rector. The vestry has thought seriously 
about the time in which we find ourselves. We have recently had a significant event happen with the 
sudden departure of our previous rector and we are still doing much discernment as we come out of 
Covid. The vestry though has been listening to the parish and has noticed that there is a different, 
positive dynamic at church and wanted to explore the possibility of Rhonda becoming our rector. We 
discussed a path for having Rhonda become rector time certain with Bishop Samuel Rodman and the 
Canon for Transition Ministry, Catherine Massey and found they too had felt, heard, and appreciated 
that Rhonda was a good fit for St. Luke’s. 

What other steps did the Vestry take to make this decision? 
The Sr. Warden discussed changing the path of filling our rector position with the Search Committee Co-
Chairs, Steve Dedrick and Joan Hodges. They whole-heartedly supported the idea. The 2022 Search 
Committee was then dissolved.  
 
If the Vestry has made this choice, does this mean the congregation doesn’t get a voice? 
Absolutely not. To get to this point, the vestry, elected to represent all of you, has been closely listening 
to the parish and believes that we are ready to explore the possibility of Rhonda being our permanent 
rector. We all will be mutually discerning over the remaining 16 months with Rhonda. This is an 
opportunity to devote the time and energy to seeing the best path forward for St. Luke’s, while 
continuing with our ministries.  



Will there be a search process for a new Rector? 
There will not be a traditional search process initiated now, but we will be in discernment for the next 
16 months as to whether we call Rhonda Lee to be our permanent rector. We will continue our 
congregational meetings and other transition processes, like visioning. This work will assist us and 
Rhonda in making the decision about an ultimate call to be full-time rector at St. Luke’s. Much like a 
traditional search process, Rhonda and the vestry will be in close working contact with the Bishop and 
the Canon for Transition Ministry during Rhonda’s tenure.  

What happens if this mutual discernment process results in a decision to call Rhonda Lee rector?  
The “time certain” will be dropped from her title, the bishop will visit for a celebration of new ministry, 
and we will continue to do ministry together until the Spirit leads us otherwise.  
 
What happens if this mutual discernment process results in a decision not to call Rhonda Lee as 
rector? 
The 16-month remaining timeline gives both the parish and Rhonda time to take next steps very 
deliberately. Towards the end of this time (roughly September 2023), if either the vestry or Rhonda 
discerns that there is not a call for Rhonda to be our rector, she would then continue serving as an 
interim rector while both she and the vestry begin a transition process. The vestry would organize a 
standard search as we were prepared to do. At the same time, Rhonda would begin her own 
discernment process for her next career move. During this time,  St. Luke’s would have uninterrupted 
clergy leadership. 

If I still have questions and concerns about this process, where can I find out more? 
Start by reaching out to either of the wardens, Lisa D’Amico, Senior Warden, or June Santa, Junior 
Warden, or with any other member of the vestry. There is plenty of time for everyone to have the 
chance to share concerns and joys. Both wardens and the other vestry members believe that this 
approach to transition ministry is the right one for St. Luke’s. We have the blessing of Bishop Rodman 
for this approach and we plan for him to visit us to have further discussion about St. Luke’s path 
forward.  


